
OR:

THE MOUSE:
MOUSE BUTTONS PLUS SHIFT AND/OR CONTROL KEYS:

Middle
Left

Right

Left
Middle
Right

Extend selection

Caret is inserted at 
end of item nearest cursor

Pressing CANCEL before releasing all buttons will nullify actions

Left

Middle

Right

Select WORD/PARAGRAPH as target

select CHARACTER/LINE as source

select CHARACTER/LINE for deletion

select WORD/PARAGRAPH as source

select WORD/PARAGRAPH for deletion

Select CHARACTER/LINE as target

Find. Type or select string for search. Accepts * for wild card matches.

Get. Type or select file name. Contents of file is inserted at caret.

Time. Insert date/time at caret.

BS: delete previous character

delete next character

delete previous word

delete next word

KEY NAMES:

CANCEL

COM

DO

PASTE

NEXT

ALTO I

upper-right blank

lower-right blank

ESC

LF

middle blank

ALTO II

BW

lower-left, upper-right,
or lower-right blank

LF

ESC

next-to-bottom blank

DEL:

CANCEL:

NEXT:

Multiple Click Actions:Single Click Actions:

Extend selection up thru hierarchy

Extend selection up thru hierarchy

Reduces selection down thru hierarchy

SCROLLING:

Scroll bar is on extreme left. Thumb bar is at top of editor window.

Scroll UP with Left button; places adjacent text at window top.

Thumb with middle button by pointing at relative position on thumb bar.

Scroll DOWN with right button; moves top of window adjacent to cursor.

extends selection for deletion

delete previous word

COMMAND KEYS (to invoke commands, hold down COM and strike the command key:)

Put. Type or source select file name. Puts selected text into file. 

Substitute. Type or source select new text, then old text. Accepts * for wild card matches in FOR string.

a:

b:

d:

e:

f:

g:

i:

p:

r:

s:

t:

u:

OTHER COMMANDS
WITH COMWITHOUT COM

delete next word

same as COM+U. Undoes previous cancellable sequence.

Thumb marker indicates relative position of target in text.

Delete target selection. Same as COM+D.

Insert the previously deleted text at caret.

(see Key Names above)

Place caret after selection.

Place caret before selection.

Bracket target selection with specified bracket type.

Shift+BS:

CTRL+W:

CTRL+Shift+W:

Pending delete select the text between the next two placeholders.

Replace. Delete target selection (for modal editor compatibility).

DO (ESC):

IN TEXT AREA/IN LINE BAR

+Shift make source selection
+CTRL make pending delete selection

CTRL+Left:

Shift +Left:

CTRL+Shift+Left:

Shift +Middle:

CTRL+Middle:

CTRL+Shift+Middle:

select CHARACTER/LINE for move

select WORD/PARAGRAPH for move

IN TEXT AREA/IN LINE BAR

Shift +Right:

CTRL+Right:

CTRL+Shift+Right:

extend source selection

extend move selection

TAPPING Control while Shift or mouse button depressed
will toggle pending delete of selections
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Bracket target selection with placeholders.

Delete target selection.

Everything. Select everything as pending delete.

Undo. Undoes previous commands.  See CANCEL.

0, 1, ... , 9: 

’   "   (   [   {   <   -      :

Selection hierarchy is:
character, word, line,
paragraph, everything

repeats previous text action (not selection actions), IF TARGET SELECTION EXISTS. ELSE, no operation.
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Filed on:

Set window boundaries to pre-set positions.

PASTE(LF):
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